
   

 

Date 10th April 2013 

Issue Ref: HSE Information Sheet - 13015 

Topic: Rothenberger Super Fire 2 Gas Torch 

Details: 
 
Source – 
Carillion  
 
 
 

There has recently been an incident whilst an engineer was using a Rothenberger Super 
fire 2 gas torch where a fault on the torch resulted in gas escaping from the pressure relief 
hole and igniting.  
 
This was not a manufacturer fault; it was caused by not routinely removing the torch from 
the gas cylinder after use. We have liaised with the manufacturer who advises it is very 
important to remove the torch from the gas cylinder and purge it after use. 
 
It is likely that lack of regular purging of gas from the torch body as recommended by the 
manufacturer; caused a blockage of the capillaries within the unit. Trapped gas in the 
body which has not been expelled from the burner can return to liquid form or freeze and 
over time cause a blockage. In a blockage situation, the pressure is released from the 
relief opening. This can happen whilst the user is attempting ignition of the torch and may 
lead to this release igniting 
. 
The controls include auto piezo ignition which can easily be inadvertently knocked whilst 
the equipment is in transit or if it falls over which may lead to fire. Therefore always 
remove the torch after use. 

Recommended 
Action: 

Take time and care when removing or refitting the cylinder. Ensure that the flame has 
extinguished. Allow at least 30 seconds. Store only once cooled. Look after your torch, 
especially the thread, it will last many years. 

Always follow manufacturer’s instructions: 

1. Always return the control knob to the OFF position when not in use. 

2. For storage, always remove the torch from the gas cylinder and once disconnected, 
push control knob repeatedly to release any gas remaining inside the torch. 

Observe cautions on cylinder label. 

DO NOT USE A LEAKING, DAMAGED OR MALFUNCTIONING TORCH OR CYLINDER 

Links/ 
References 

N / A 

Picture:  
 See Below  



   

PRESSURE RELIEF HOLE    

Any queries please call Admiral Safety Ltd on 07711 033663 or email – 

anelson@admiralsafetyltd.co.uk 
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